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Analysis and Evaluation for Each Stone:

Latheron

Evaluation - a Shared Space more with implied acceptance of Celtic and Christian 

beliefs than symbols being complementary.

Cross, two horsemen, Ogham

Most unusually a mix of carving methods - relief for the Cross 

and incise for the eagle and salmon. Two very faint horsemen 

objects are also incised. Only one other Stone has both an 

eagle and a salmon - St Vigeans 1 (Investigation 4). 

Considering their meaning, arguably these Celtic objects are 

complementary to one another - e.g. wisdom, esoteric 

knowledge, knowledge of magic. With Christianity coming to 

Pictland after the withdrawal of the Roman army there is, as 

with Mortlach 1 below, no case to suggest the eagle could 

prospectively relate directly to a Roman presence.  

Positioned immediately above the salmon it looks as if the 

eagle has landed on it but no meaning for that is suggested. 

Although stylised, the Cross is of a simple design and it looks 

as if the overall layout versus the other objects was planned 

to share the available space. The Ogham with its different 

carving method suggests it is likely to be a later addition.

Investigation 3 - Celtic and Christian beliefs

Each of the 2 Stones listed below variously has carvings of animals, birds and fish which are known 

to have been revered in Celtic beliefs (some may have Roman associations) -  and a Christian 

Cross. The intent is to determine firstly whether these carvings may represent Celtic beliefs or 

have a Roman context (military or mythology) - or otherwise - then to assess if the meaning of a 

carved object is "complementary" to the Christian Cross or if the Shared Space suggests an 

"implied acceptance" of beliefs. There are no Pictish-Mithraic carvings on these Stones so no 

Mithraic context is considered. The animal, bird and fish carvings are detailed in "Carvings"; for 

these 2 Stones the relevant ones are - bull, dog, eagle, salmon and serpent.

↓ Animal, bird or fish ↓ Other carved objects

Eagle, Salmon

Undecoded / 

Ogham
Celtic 

attributes

Types of Carved Objects

Mortlach 1

Stone Name
Animal / Bird / Fish

Christian 

Cross

People / 

Scene

Each of these 2 Stones has carved objects indicated in italics.

The attributes or meanings of the animal, bird and fish objects and the Christian symbols, together 

with context, enable understanding what beliefs or messages are represented. An evaluation of 

whether a Stone is a Shared Space or otherwise is then made. 

Roman 

context



Cross, horseman, beast with 

exaggerated claws, pair of fish 

monsters

Mortlach 1 Bull's head, dog/hound, eagle, 

serpent

Evaluation - with such an eclectic mix of carved objects under the general umbrella of Pictish 

Symbol Stones inevitably some will fall out of rational classification - Mortlach 1 with its objects is 

one of these few. No complementary meaning comes from any of the possibly Celtic objects to 

those listed as "other carved objects". Nonetheless, the serpent and eagle on the Stone may 

deliberately represent some Celtic beliefs. At best there is Shared Space between the Cross 

representing Christian belief and some possibly Celtic symbols  with some other indeterminate 

carvings (somewhat randomly located rather than laid out); overall perhaps a Shared Space with 

implied acceptance of Celtic and Christian beliefs.

Although some references mention this Stone having "more Traditional" Pictish Symbols none of 

the carvings are as decoded in the P-M website and book. Being well covered in lichen and 

generally worn, a range of names has been given to several of the carved objects. Conclusive 

decipherment is difficult. Certainly the serpent, eagle and dog/hound could have Celtic belief 

connections - the bull's head is less certain as it is the only one on a Pictish Symbol Stone. Perhaps 

the horseman and dog/hound can be taken together as a hunting scene. The beast with 

exaggerated claws is more like the alternative description of a four-footed animal - neither 

description helps to decipher it. No other Stone has fish monsters of this style - Logierait 2 has 

objects with teeth termed S-dragons not dissimilar to those on Rodney's Stone at Brodie. With 

Christianity coming to Pictland several centuries after the withdrawal of the Roman military there 

is, as with Latheron above, no case to suggest the eagle could prospectively relate directly to a 

Roman presence.



Investigation 4 looking at  Pictish-Mithraic, Christian and prospectively Celtic symbols may produce 

a stronger tie between some Celtic and Christian beliefs which may change the evaluations for 

Latheron and Mortlach but they will still remain the only two Pictish Symbol Stones only with 

possibly Celtic and Christian symbols. In fact, as "Symbol Stones" generally refers to those Pictish 

Stones with the so-called "enigmatic" carvings, these two Stones arguably fall out of that 

categorisation.

Hardly statistically sound but the sample size of two is the full population. For these Stones there 

is only one outcome - Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and Christian meanings. 

More planning seems to have gone into the Latheron Stone with the way in which the Stone is 

dressed and carved with prominence given to the Christian Cross contrasted with the more 

random distribution of objects on Mortlach 1.

Observations and Conclusions

Other animals revered in Celtic beliefs and seen on these Stones are the Dog / Hound and Horse. 

However, the context seems to be more that of hunting scenes than something that is revered in 

Celtic belief.


